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Western Kentucky's Largest Weekly Newspaper — Benton and Marshall County's Home Newspaper

Paid Circulation Sells — That Is The
Kind This Newspaper Offers Customer,

Benton, Kentucky, March 10, 1960

First In Circulation, First In Advertising
First In The Home, First In Reader Interest
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Benton City Council, in sesRaymond Powell of Oak Level
sion Monday night at City Hall,
has been appointed state paro.e
instructed the city clerk to adofficer for the 42nd Judicial Disvertise for bids on a new fire
trict, which consists of Marshall,
truck.
Calloway and Livingston counSpecifications for the truck
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course at Frank- FLRST SHIPMENT of Comets for Benton is loaded at Ford Motor Con,pale, assembly plant in car will be traded ill on the 1960 4 inches deep, fell March 1 and held classes since March 2.
fort. He was ap- Lorain, Ohio. Riley Motor Sales, 708 Main Street, has the franchise to sell the company's new model.
d 2 when ana five-inch snow fell on top of
Corbit Tucker, state high'.,
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my half-inch
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Tuesday night's snow, biggest highways of snow. Two of
Marshall County Fiscal Court
—white snow year's gubernatorial campaign.
was in session Tuesda- morning single snow of them all, closed graders were state-owned
d black folks
Powell is a well-known farmat the courthouse here, and Benton city schools and caused two were county owned.
nts.
high absentism of workers ;n main roads in the county w
transacted routine business.
er, a former magistrate and
— General former president of the Marshall
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FIRE HITS PARSONAGE
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Ils for cold
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In life Is

Mrs. Alice McGrath of Waukegan. Ill.. announces the engagement of her daughter, Mary
Kay. to Gene Carman Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lake Smith
of Pnton Rt. 3.
Miss McGrath was graduated
from Waukegan High School in
the class of 1958 and is presently working for the Civil Service
Cie-mission at Fort Sheridan,

Mr. Smith. a 1954 graduate of
High School was graduated from Murray State College in 1958 with a BS in business administration. He is presently completing two years of
active duty in the U. S. Naval,
Reserve at Great Lakes Training Center at Great Lakes. Ill.
Wedding plans are incomplete.

Kentucky Studied
By Cub Scout Pack

Guests Are Present
For Mission Study

la BILL GURLEY
of Cub scouts. Pack 49,
the den iother
laifs
as'c :1 6- row
Ito:
mother. conducted
the ci n in the absettre of Mrs.
La'igi. den mothici'.
it
It
ered roll call ay
f,rnous Kentuckian,
Kama -es- v. nnarking places of Mr:
pt red on a map
7.•t•
h: Ii have been visited
boys. Robert Strow served

A mission study was held Mon :lay night at the Benton FM
Missionary Baptist church, w.'
guests from Briensburg
and from New Bethel Baptist
Church. Mrs. C. D. Clayton conducted the study on "Reaching
Rural Churches."
Refreshments were served
tie hostess society during t
pnriod. Those attend -
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T.

L. Campbell,
(trace Richardson, Floyd Culp. Harvey Cs
Punished Thursday of each Milton Frizzell, Emma Lou Bak .
Jackie
Bohannon. Jo Franu •
‘
,..e,•t: at 200 Cast Eleventh Street
in Eenton. Ky. Entered as sec- Fieldson. Irene Willie. Paul Clayond class mail matter May 33, ton, George Locker. Edgar Bryan
at the postoffice at Renton. Ky., Fat Thomas, Clret Phillips, Ja.
tinder till. act of March 2, 1897 Doom.
T. A. Chambers. Joe P. 5..
Subscription rates-82 per year
in 31'i-shall and adjoining coun- Sylvia Boyd. Lucille Lilly, .R.1:mond
Vick. Galen Hiett, J. E.
ties: 8250 per year elsewhere in
Kentucky: 83 per year outside of Hurley, Gautie Grace, Luther
Sigler. Marie Mathis, J. T.
Kentucky.
Classified advertising rates 10 Dougherty, Woodrow Holland,
cents per line. Display advertis- Dougas Rasco. Homer Miller, Max
Petway, R. G. Redmon, Bobbie
ing rates upon request.
Cards of thanks, 75 cents each. Locke. Martha Wyatt, C. D. Clayton. Fred Pace, and Miss MilMarshall Wyatt and Woodson dred Clayton.
Cross, Publishers.
Subscribe To The Courier
Tiii. M.W.SILILI. COURIER

It might be anywhere ... it might be HERE.

Whenever Catrastrophe happens, anytime, merciful aid its there immediately to give refief to stricken
people ...through the Red Cross.
-

In time of disaster .. . and at times .. .Red Cross is there. Home and safety services.
health )rograms. aid for needy children. services for veterans
and the armed forces ... in
these and many other ways, the Red Cross Helps when help is needed.

Radio Service Cc
Jack Proctor & Donald 1 ra%

Do your part to make sure the Red Crosswill always be there. Give to the Red Cross
and you serve
dear to

1960—AN ANNIVERSARY YEAR for the telephone!
25 years ago the first round-the-world telephone call was
made in New York over a 23,000-mile circuit of wire and
radio channels.

humanity ... you help others... you reotect your comm llll

... all those

it — and you, yourself. Give generously from the heart ... give now.

ROBERTS PONTIAC

This Ad Spronsored By The Following Marshall County Business People

Pontiac and
ausa:l
John Deere Implcm

45 years ago the first transatlantic radio-telephone transmission was completed between Arlington, Virginia and
the Eiffel Tower in Paris.
90 years ago Alexander Graham Bell, who started it all,
arrived in Canada from England.

Plumbing — Heating Contractors

Long Concrel, C

Phillips Chevrolet Co.
DAD'S IN HIS DEN.., do not disturb! With newspaper,
pipe, slippers and a handy extension phone right at his
elbow, let him relax in style. Yep, Dad's sold! He's convinced that phones where you need them more than pay
for themselves in convenience! That's why he got
Mont
that handy kitchen extension ... and Sis her very own
pretty pink bedroom phone. All this for so little money,
too! How about you? Care to enjoy real easy-chair comfort? Just give us a ring.

Collie's Motel & Grocery
General Merchandise

Maple Springs

CO-OP STORE
Florence Gibbs, Real Estate
Gilbertsville

Your Co-operative Dealer

Seeds. Feeds &

Fert,h7e

Chevrolet Cafe
Otis and Opal Fulton

Kinney - Hiett Motor CO.

Marshall County Board of Education

Your Friendly Ford Deal lit'

Linn Funeral Home
Main Street. Benton

Norman Castleberry's

'West Kentucky
Rural Electric Co-op
Corporation

Phillips 66 Station, Benton
600 Main

Phone LA 7-2121

West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp.

Calling someone Long Distance? Remember you save
money when you call after 6 P.M. or on Sundays. It's
cheaper, too, to call Station-to-Station.

W. W. Joyce Grocery

Office May-field, Ky.

West Gilbertsville FO 2-9238

Burd Plumbing & Heating

Jackson's Grocery

80 North Main, Benton

South Main (Myerstown) Benton

Strickland's Grocery

Lake City Lumber & Hardware Co.

West Gilbertiville

At

Lake City

Filbeck & Cann
Funeral Home
All Ambulances
Air Condition
Equipped With Oxygen
Phone LA 7-2001 or LA : ?ri
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LOWES' FAMED MULE DAY
IS SATURDAY, MARCH 12

Calvert Women Hold
Luncheon, Style Show

Lowes will hold its 53rd annual
Mule and Trade Day Saturday,
March 14, and a full program
Last Week
BY ROBERT L. RUDOLPH
ture improved, and six acres of formation of gullies and washes
has been arranged for visitors.
Conservation conscious farm- forest land improved.
in low places in ctiltivated
e WSCS taking Public acution will start
at 10 a.
ers of Marshall County, 289 of
In this establishment and imLand drainage is another contudy course of
them,
spent
more
than
$142,000
provement
contest.
district
Left
From
of
the
cover
on
Last
Week
land,
the
servation
Mrs. Jackie Lee Cole was hosof Christ," met
measure that came in
A team pulling contest is
The Calvert City Woman's
Mrs. Carl McKim and Mrs. in 1959 to put into force certain these farmers used, 6579 tons of for attention. Drainage systems tess at her home in Benton
in the home of slated for 2 p. m. And at
1 p. m,
practices designed to conserve agricultural lime and 320 tons were
in Lovett.
installed by five farmers. Tuesday night for the March
contests will be held in checkers, Club met Feb. 25 at Ky. Darn LeRoy Keeling also modeled
the soil and water on their farms. of commercial fertilizer, as
restaurant for a luncheon meet- lovely outfits they had made.
well Open ditch drainage syltems meeting of the Joy Sunday
the study course pie eating, largest family,
The federal government, through as an untold quantity of
oldest
the were installed to drain 100 acres School Class of First Missionary
Clay Lovett.
The tables were appropriatelY
person, ugiest person, oldest and ing and local style show.
the Agricultural Conservation recommended varities of grass
Baptist Church.
of productive land.
were held and youngest mules, and
The meeting was ooened with decorated with dolls dressed in
best torn
program, paid back to them on a and legume seeds.
Mrs. Fred Willie gave the dee hostess served cat. The event will be
the devotional by Mrs. G. H. Al- fashions styled by members of
held reshare-the-cost basis $71,287 of
ford.
and coffee to gardless of the weather.
There will be comparatively MRS. RICHARDSON HOSTESS votional.
the local Arts and Crafts club. this
.
TO
During
CLARK
a social period, pecan
arles
little
Hatcher,
HOMEMAKERS
loss of soil fertility from
Sterling candelabra and tall
Mrs. H. V. Duckett, vice-presiRenloe Rudolph, chairman of land given this treatment
pie and coffee were served to
y, Harvey Seland a
Joseph E. Inman, seaman, dent. presided at a business white tabers were placed on the
Clark
the
Homemaker
Marshall County ASC Com- high percentage of the rain that
s met Feb. Mesdames C. D. Clayton, Joe
Rudolph, Byron USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The club voted to tables.
Joe L. meeting.
25 at the home of Mrs. Joe Rich- Asher, Dean Morris, Burl Flatt,
mittee, expressed himself, and for falls on it will soak into
er. Earl Osborne, Inman of Route 2,
the soil.
Mrs. William Draffen and Mrs. other members
Calvert City, send $15 to the General Federaardson.
Potluck
lunch was Jimmy Mathis, Jerry Lilly, Allen
of
the
adding
commitliff Treas. Don- is scheduled to return
that much to the water
to Nor- tion and to renew membership Wm. Colburn were hostesses.
served at noon, and the after- Henson, Bobby Hendrickson
tee, as being greatly pleased by table level and contributin
John Strow, folk, Va., in early March,
and
g to noon
Guests were Mrs. Jim Solomon, completed tabulation
aboard in public health program.
was
spent
in recreation and the hostess.
of results water conservation.
tt Dycus, George the attack aircraft carrier
The Calvert City club will be Mrs. Harold Colburn and Mrs. of
USS
studying
the
the
lesson
1959
on
Agricultura
"Iml ConserThe conservation effort under
Hitchen, Robert Intrepid after participati
ng in asked to take an active part in Jim Jones
vation program in the county.
MARSHALL BOY
the ACP was not limited to land provement of the Kitchen."
ss Gladys Allen, training exercises at
Guant- the program of making Marshall
In 1918, a housewife walked 42 HONORARY PAGE
Members present were MesAs was anticipated, the prac- cover by any means.
Clay Lovett. anamo Bay, Cuba.
County a more beautiful place.
Farmers feet
dames Joe Veazey, Wm. Stuart, tice most needed was given at- also exhibited a
in
preparing
a
meal whereas
Thomas Lee Stice 13-year-old
great deal of inMrs. Hunter Gaylor, program
Leonard McLaughlin, Eric Hell- tention by most of the partici- terest and activity
in 1959 a housewife walked only son of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Stice,
in
chairman, announced that the
strom, Frank Tomsic, R. A. Wes- pating farmers. It is well known tion practices aimed conserva- 22 feet preparing the same meal. Benton Route 6, has been named
If this is not a clever verse,
directly at
judging of the district style show
son, Hunter Gaylor, H. V. that the most effective means of the control of the flow
Present at the meeting were as one of the honorary pages in
It tells a powerful tale.
of runoff
and Vogue sewing contest will be Duckett,
Mesdames
G. H. Alford and the conserving soil and water is to water. They built
Richardson,
Elvis the state House of RepresentaWho never knows
21 grassland
held March 20 at 10 a. m. in the
Holley,
women
who
have
modeled
Truie
clothes.
the
and
Wyatt, Hollis tives by Marshall and Lyon
maintain
a
good,
protection
thick,
ponds. These conserve
Where mohey goes
auditorium at Ky. Dam with the
Lamb, Clete Collie, Alton Ander- counties, represenative 0.
vigorous growth of vegetative agricultural water, and
In life Is doomed to fail!
L.
in many
local club as host.
cover on the land.
Instances result in a better cover son, J. P. Johnson, Robert Tur- Chambler.
Mrs. Malcolm Cross was chosen MITCHELL SUTHERLAND
ner,
Buster
In
1959
Lamb
farmers
and
BACK
FROM NAVAL TRIP
Genery
of Marshall on the land as a result of better
Tommie is a student at Sharpe
winner in the local contest by
Wyatt.
County established or improved pasture management.
school.
judges, Mesdames R. A. Purvis
This betMarine Lance Cpl. Mitchell J 1837 acres of such cover.
ter
This
pasture
managemed
and R. T. Durrett of Gilberts- Sutherland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
t was
establishment included 2400 acres further aided by five
ville and Miss Sunshine Colley, J. M. Sutherland of Route
farmers
1, Cal- of permanent type grass and piping water from
an already
home demonstration agent of vert City, disembarked
Feb. 9, legume cover, 100 acres of existing supply to
their pastures.
the county.
at Morehead City, N. C., from temporary rotation of winter
In further control of runoff
Mrs. Cross modeled the win- ships of Amphibious Squadron cover,
and 36 acres of forest water, nine farmers built
ning outfit, a soft moss green Six after a six-month tour
and
of trees. Also included were 299 seeded 10 sod
waterways or
wool suit. The easy fitting jacket duty as the U. S. Sixth Fleet's
acres of permanent hay or pas- meadow strips
to pievent the
had a buttened extension tab amphibious striking force
in the
Hearing
that extended from neckline. Mediterranean.
The sleeves had buttoned vent
While overseas, the Marines
closings. The skirt was very slim participated in five
landing opand straight. Her shortsleeve erations in four
different counblouse was of beige print silk and tries. Recreationa
l visits to
nylon and had a boat neckline. Spain, France ,Italy
and Greece
She will represent the club in were also made.

Mrs. Jackie Cole

the

nits.'.hn

Distributor of the Famous
Patented Target

If You Identify
This Farm
Correctly
You Get Free
One Year's
Subscription
To The Courier
And Also
Two Free
Tickets To The
Benton Theatre

If so we are happy to announce that as of March
1st we have a trained representative in the Benton area who will inspect and give you a complete
report of any Termite infestation and damage
to your property.
All inspections are FREE and without obligation.
Our company is licensed in Benton and we are
members of the Marshall County Chantber of
Commerce and invite you to call them to check
our integrity. We also offer you complete pest
control service such as roaches, silver fish, rats,
mice, etc.
Why take a chance on Termite damage to your
property. Call today and get a true and honest
report.

Now In New Offices
123 South 6th Street
(Just 50 Ft. South of Irvin Cobh Hotel)
PADUCAH, KY,

This move into new and larger quarters was made necessary
by the rapidly increasing demand for the patented Target
Hearing LISTENER. Here we have 1 000 square feet of fl or
space, which has been divided into private consulta:ion
rooms to insure absolute privacy for our clients.
We now have 2 expert hearing consultants on dut.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Saturday's, 8 a.m. to 3 p. m.
If you have a hearing loss, we urged you to investigate ens of
the twelve model LISTENERS prescription fitted to holo

Home owned and operated.
Phones:
Benton
LA 7-75

LICENSED

those who are hard of hearing.

Paducah
2-1307
BONDED INSURED

FREE PARKING FOR OUR CLIENTS
ON COBB HOTEL PARKING LOT

er of This Farm is Charles Nimmo, Route 7

Jewel Atwood, Owner
200 E. 12th — Phone LA 7-5031
Benton, Ky.
Construction Co.
General Contractors
RTS PONTIAC & IMP., Inc.
Pontiac and Vauxall Autos
John Deere Implements

Bank of Marshall County

Pillow Puff insole. Walking wedge heel. Black

Your Friendly Bank

Bar-B-Q Drive-in R
601 Main
-ford - Fergerson Cc.

Long Concrete Co.
82 Percent Nitrogen Fertilizer

Y MOTOR SALE
and Mrs. Ray Ed'
Ibitton Route 1
- Hiett Motor Co.
ealter
in Friendly Ford D
Norman CastleberrY'
ips 66 Station, Bat
NIain Phone LA 74121

Solt air foam cushion sole for
Easy Walking. Black or white.
Narrow and Med.
Widths - 5 to 10

CO-OP STORE

Kinney Appliance Co.
Main Street, Benton

d Crushed Stone
Gilbert:wale
Cottages & Real E

tirriDE1::

Your Co-operative Dealer in
Seeds, Feeds & Fertilizers

Black or Brown Softie
The heel
height you love
... because it best
suits your busy life
... in styles that are as
fashion fresh as can be.
Perfectly delightful.

West Kentucky
ural Electric Co-operative
Corporation
Downing Texaco Station

Distributor Of
Standard Oil Products
rts Pontiac & 111113'
100 West 12th, Benton

Filbeck & Cann
Funeral Home
Ambulances Air Conditioned
Equipped With Oxygen
Phone LA 7-2001 or LA 7-2091

or Smoke. Narrow and medium. Sizes to 9.

From Foundation to Roof—We Have It
Phone LA 7-2491
Benton, Ky.

Pad Insole. Wedge Heel

Narrc:Tr
Medium
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Disabled Farmers,
:Age 50, Can Draw
Social Security

six-month waiting period so that
the person filing can make certain that his disability is not
temporary.
If you are disabled, Mr.
Whitaker emphasized, and you
have worked five out of the ten
years before the onset of your
disability and this work was
under social security, you should
checl: with your local security
office. Call or write to the district office located in the Paducah Bank Building, Paducah,
Kentucky.

This year will mark the first
lime many disabled farmers age
0 to 65 can qualify for disability
insurance benefits, according to
Charles M. Whitaker, manager of
the Paducah district Social Security office. Inasmuch as the
aiajority of farmers first came
under social security in 1955, the
Mrs. William Ferguson and
pres2nt year is the first time
they will be able to meet the Mrs. Halluk Senman attended
the recital of Beverly Wolf at
qualifications.
Sinh the law requires a per- Tilghman auditorium in Paducah
son most have at least five years Monday evening.
of work under social security in
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Steager
the 1'i years before his disability
began in oreer to qualify for are the parents of a baby boy,
disability benefits. April 1960 born Monday at Baptist Hospital.
will be the first month for which The boy weighted 8 pounds and
farmers can obtain this protec- 12 ounces.
tion. This is because there is a
Subscribe to The Courier

CAUSE OF DISEASE APPROACHED
FROM NEW ANGLE
By E. H. OAKLEY, D. C.

waves has already proven in
the Laboratory the theory laid
down in the early days. Clinical proof follows:
Six years of severe, recurring headaches, sinusitis and
hay fever would drive you to
almost anything and coupled
with constant backaches. frequent wry neck, nausea, indigestion and constipation
did drive this 29-year-old
minister into the Oakley
Chiropractic Clinic for a
spinal analysis and spinal XRays examination to see what
was causing his troubles.
Nerve interferences were located in his spine and corrective
adjustments
brought
abut gradual return to normal function. All pains and
ether symptoms ceased. Nature was given absolute control again. which means
simply that another grateful
and satisfied patient was released from our clinic. No.
1681.
While our critics go about
saying it can't be done, we
have already done it. Results
'peak for themselves.
Kentucky
Law
requires
chiropractors to have six
years of college training. They
are well qualified, so feel free
to choose any licensed branch
of the Healing Arts that can
keep you well.
If you aren't well, investigate. What can you lose except bad health?
Located on Highway 6S at

A while back there were 680
medical scientific workers,
111 medical research institutions and 267 medical publications all researching into the
human physiological side of
the
mental
impulse
Dr nerve— ensrgy, which has
seen the guidng
principle
f chiropractic
Inc
the year
l`;
t h eis
. (ice.; research
.
feresee
•1—',V" era of
- wave

1,KLEY eon.-ciettsness
clisbeth•Yer:-.. All the
hves have been saved
. health restored to milthrough the application
iropract ic
has ens- cl. since the year 1895.
diple of this so called
iescovery.1893. Dr. D. D. Palmer
. erred this entirely new
principle. He advanced
•heory that there was a
-.nuous mental impulse
from the brain over the
n c'; us system to all parts of
boa:: conteoling and regu".:11 its every function; and
.- interference with the
77,,77.S111.ssion of this energy
flew caused abnormal funcfica—or disease. This prine,ple is no theory. Chiroeeectic has forged ahead and
!!-..• very latest instrufee measuring brain

Aurora.

Yeast Cornbread

LOOK AT THE SAVINGS

2 cups milk
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons fat
I package dry y•ast
(or 1 cal. comp

Vs cup water
2 cups •nrich•d self-rising
corn meal
d yeast)

3 or 4 cups sifted •nrIch•d
s•lf-rlsing flour

Heat milk to steaming, then pour over sugar and fat In large
mixing bowl.
Stir until sugar dissolves and fat melts. Cool to lukewarm
. Soften yeast
in
cup lukewarm water: combine with milk mixture. Stir in
com meal
and enough flour to make a stiff batter, then beat vigorousl
y until smooth.
Cover bowl with damp cloth and set in a warm place until
mixture doubles
in bulk.Stir In enough flour to make a dough that can be kneaded
without
being sticky. Turn onto a floured surface and knead
until smooth. Place
dough in a greased mixing bowl, cover and set in warm
place
to
rise
until
double in bulk. Punch down, turn onto lightly floured
surface, and knead
again.Shape into a loaf and place in one large or two medium-si
zed greased
loaf pans. Let rise to double In bulk. Bake at 325°F. for
40 to 50 minutes
Remove from pan at once when done.
Jimmy Parrish, student of
Lambuth Colleg e, Jacks
Tenn., spent the weekend in
Benton with his paeents. Mr.;
and Mrs S. E. Parrish.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Smith, Jr
iof Calvert City are the parent
Forest Cole has been confined of a girl born
at McClain Cline
to his home in Benton this week in Benton
March 7.
ill of influenza.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Tun
of Iuka. are the parents of a e
born Match 9 at the McCie
Clinic in Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Step.
mann of Calvert City are t,
parents of a son born Mond,.
March7 at the Lourdes Hospil
in Paducah.
CURTiSS snsjpc
a'""'"wo,

8.1R1HS

Puts the
91.111.15
in yuur herd
+ production
+ sales value

of breeding greatness
Building Better Herds
throughout America.
CURTiSS

MIPROPED
STUD SERPICEOC.
Otto Schnering, Founder
CARY, ILLINOIS
Represented by.

Elwood Brown
Ilardin, Ky.
Phone GE 7-3711

169049

Shank Half

First Cuts

Lb.

Lb.

Whole or Butt Half

lb.

Sliced or Ring

Economy Pack—Sliced &

BOLOGNA

lb.

STEAKS

has been admitted this week to
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Reed Gay of Hardin was admitted to Murray Hospital this
week for treatment.
Mrs. Robert Edwards of Route
2 has been a patient at the Baptist Hospital in Paducah since
Friday of last week.
Mrs. Bill Pace is a patient at
the Murray Hospital.

• BLUE PLATE SPECIALS

FLOUR
5 lb. Bag 39c

HOSPITAL NEWS

Harvey Culp of Briensburg was
admitted as a patient this week
to Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
George Morton of Calvert City

-Sate.

DiESSING

PRESERVES 2 lb. Jar
2 lbs.
OLEO
Blue Plate

Morrell% Pride

SHORTENING 3 lb. Cans 59c BISCUITS

it)
a

W VIM SALES and SERVICE INC.
Dial 5-7900

TIME TO BUY COOKIES!

on her way to good citizenship and a happy, useful adult life. And you'll
enjoy

the

cookies, too!

When she asks, buy.

SUPPORT
YOUR
GIRL
SCOUT
COOKIE
SALE

0_0

BANK OF BENTON
Member FDIC

A

I:-

MERCURY-the better

WATC

Wonder - Honey Krust - Bunny

• LENTEN FOODS a
Van Camp's

TUNA

LETTUCE
FM' 1Oc
Fresh Crisp

CARROTS
Cello Bag Cc
AN=IIMMIP

THE NEW

3 Cans

tlaska Chum

Ford's New Drc.is (..1

SALMON

tall can

Taste 0' Sea-10 Golde
n

Sticks

FISH STICKS 8

Bo'
Oz.

Taste 0' Sea

PERCH FILLETS
rate0Se
CAT
FISH

12.

FILLETS

Sniders

CATSUP

U. S. No. 1 Idaho Russet

POTATOES
10 lb. bag 59c

RILEY MOT OR
'lain

COFFEE

Fancy 30 Size

AF

MERCURY ADDS UP TO A B1
to 8 inch longer wheelbase t fiat. I
more weight -I- up to 23'; mor,
meat self-adjusting brake:
tenor + finer quality (every
spot-checked as all other low-i

2 Cans

All Popular Brands

soup
3 cans 29c

Our low Authorized Dealer price for a new Volkswagen Sedan
That's all you pay for a brand-new car completely

priced $31 to $66 less than ary,
of the best selling Fords, Chevrolets, alid Plymouths (the VA
powered Galaxies, Impalas, and
Furys). Yet Mercury offers you
far more of everything you want
in a car.

Q.

Ballard'. or Pillsbury

BREAD
2 for 25€

• a,

A.

Qt. Jai.

bern

Campbell's Tomato

When you buy cookies
from a Girl Scout, you're
helping every Girl Scout

lb.

Nunn - Better

OLEO
2 lbs. 95c

was admitted this week to h

lb.

many people figure that since
historical'
they are considering has
"low-price" name it must be,
car.
a low-Price
This, at one time, was true. But •
knov..
he names of cars, as you may
very little to do with their prices. Mat
cars with traditional low-price [lanai,.
more than Mercury--a name

A Mercury Monterey, with
de luxe appointments, is now

Yellow Sticks

Baptist Hospital in Paducah.

39c BACON

v..
N.

always associated with higher pr.,
Our point is this:

Sirloin or Club

Mr. and Mrs. William
of Symsonia are the parents of
girl born Tuesday at Lourdi
Hospital in Paducah.

W. T. Norwoud of Hardin, ar
father of Mrs. Cecil Well of Br
ton, unterwent an emergen(
operation in the General Hi;
pital at Murray this week.
Mrs. James Culp of Route

49c Center Cuts

Present
01-learn.

If you're goifii
low price car.
you get the b

U.S. Good Corn Fed Beef

HAMS Chuck Roos
39c

Reg. 16c Loaf

What
should you
pay for a
Volkswagen?

1049 Ky. Ave., Paducah. Ky.

Reelfoot's Fully Cooked

hrough Artificial
Breeding...

dairy and beef breeds
. . . the greatest battery

equipped at the factory to American specifications. Unless you
want to add one or more of the very few extras Volkswagen
offers: radio, white walls or a side mirror. Even the heater is
included—built right into the car.
In addition, you get two important advantages only an Authos,
ized Volkswagen Dealer can offer:
1. A guarantee of parts and labor for 6 months or 6000 miles.
(Compare that with other cars at any price.)
2. Proper service by factory-schooled mechanics. Free inspections at 300 and 3000 miles!
Look for our Authorized VW Dealer's symbol. The sooner you
see us, the sooner we can deliver the VW you choose. Come
this week ...drive one.

2

NNW

200 Sires in all major

s•r/

_aThey
cafeti
pilf
:
e11 00
er a
*

FRYERS lb.

meeting was at the h
John O'Hearn alit w -

by Mrs. Art Komor
dent.
The club bought
horizontal ladder tar
playground. Raaei
dTuesonisc
i,iate;hipre_es_ the 6th Onto.
rdth
o
be purchased
the library.

also

U. S. Inspected Whole

Wintry days are ideal for baking. There's Just something about
th
aroma of yeast bread that creates an atmosphere of comfort and contentment when the weather's raw.
Even those who've never tried baking will find satisfaction in the actual
making of this yeast cornbread, as well as in the finished product ...
kneading it gives one a feeling of accomplishment not afforded by many
foods.

_iiiforms For
U
pupils Are
us.A By Club
rovv..

14

Oz

131

ANCOCK'
Food Center 1

"0 here Prices .ti-e Bonn

_ Not

TWO :IC STORES

2025 Cairo Road

ON SALE

Rais

2193 Bridge Stre

PADUCAH. KY.

The Comet, to go on SR
economy with tasteful styling
standard size cars, the Comet
All Comets—the two and fi;
ons
are powered with a cos
either automatic or manual tra
the Comet's field, gives driver

RILEY M
708 MAINS

rier.

Kentucky,

tisk,
itirc4

VING

orms For
• upils Are
By Club
th School Mothers
sday night and apuniforms for the
They also discuss1 cafeteria. The

2
S.. Good Corn Fed
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Cardner, Charles Carden, Steve
Girth, Allen Hafer John Janiak,
Malcolm Kennedy ,Charles Kilcoyne, Carl Krebs, Charles Overby, Bernard Schmitz and one
guest, Rev. Charles DeNardi of
Paducah.
The next meeting will be held
April 12 at 7:30 p. m. at the
school.

in,t Cuts

lb.

lb.

y people figure that since the car
are considering has historically had
ow-price" name it must be, in fact,
-price car.
is, at one time, was true. But today'
names of cars, as you may know, have
little to do with their prices. Many
with traditional low-price names cost
than Mercury—a name you have
s associated with higher price cars.
point is this:

d es. Riwit..ss
lb.

TE SPECIAU

Mercury Monterey, with
luxe appointments, is now
ed $31 to $66 less than any
the best selling Fords, Chevts, mid Plymouths (the V-8
ered Galaxies, Impalas, and
ys). Yet Mercury offers you
more of everything you want
car.

Some new-car buyers are skeptical when we
tell them this price story. Here are some of
the questions they ask—and our answers:
"Do you mean Mercury is now a lowNC' price car? Did you reduce prices?"

Q

Monterey prices are now $174
A• "Yes.
lower, and include many extras that
are now standard equipment."
"But in your price comparison, aren't
• you talking about a 'stripped' Mercury
—with rubber mats, plain interiors,
no equipment, no glamour?"

Q
A

"No, we're talking about a deluxe'
appointed Monterey with beautiful
nylon interior and deep, thick carpeting. The comparison is fair."
"Do all Monterey models have as good
• a price story?"

Q

within
few dollars. It's the
A• "Yes,
most amazing value story ever offered.
a

Just read below."
*Based on comparison of manufacturers suggested 1960 retail base prices for lowest-priced
5.8 powered models.

ING

Qt.

Jar
RCURY ADDS UP TO A BETTER LOW-PRICE CAR—Mercury

YES 2 lb' Jar t
ih,.

has a 7
inch longer wheelbase than Galaxie, Impala, and Fury -I- 289 to 494 pounds
weight + up to 23% more insulation + more spacious passenger compart+ self-adjusting brakes + up to 28% more visibility + more luxurious inor + finer quality (every Mercury is road-tested before it is shipped, not just
liecked as all other low-price cars) = Smoother ride, extra satisfaction.

RCURY-the better low price car

cms

Is

RILEY MOTOR SALES
St.

Miss Kinds Perry of Hopkinsville attended funeral and burial
services of her grandmother,
Mrs. Roberta Treas at the Filbeck-Call Funeral Chapel Satur-

day.
Charles Walston of Briensburg was a patient at Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah for several
weeks after suffering a heart

Benton, Ky.

WAsunicroN, D.C. — The American Legion joined
with a
segment of the nation's independent druggists today
to launch
a get-out-the-vote campaign for the 1960
elections. Plans for
throwing 17,000 Legion posts and 10,000 drug
stores, affiliated
with the Rexall Drug Co., into the campaign
were announced
at a luncheon. Each drug store will serve
as an
center on voting. Shown examining one of the information
ballot boxes
that will appear in Rexall Drug Stores are,
left to right: Sen.
Thruston Morton (R. Ky.), GOP National
Chairman; John
Bowles, chairman, Drug Industry Participatio
n,
Heritage Foundation; George N. Craig, former American
National
Commander of the American Legion; and Sen.
A. S. "Mike"
Monroney (D. Okla.).

Or

U. S. Gives Eddyville
Relocation Contract
In accordance with a joint announcement this week from
Colonel Vincent P. Carlson, Nashville District, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army ,Lind Frank
Tanner. Mayor of Eddyville,
agreements have been reached
and a contract signed for the
relocation of Eddyville to its
selected site at Fairview.
The old town will be partially
affected by the reservoir which
will be formed by Barkley Dam.
under construction near Grand
Rivers.
The contract between the Fed,
CUB SCOUT DEN MEETS
AT BILL GURLEY'S IIOME
On March 6 at 3:30, members
of Den 1, Pack 49, gathered at
the home of Bill Gurley, 1008
Poplar. Bill had planned to take
the group on an outdoor "cookout," but since the weather wiiis
so cold. the "outing" was held
in the basement of Bill's home.
The boys had fun cooking
"kabobs" on long sticks over the
roaring, hot fire. Later, they
toasted marshmallows the same
way.
Members enjoying the ever,t
were: Jimmy King, Dennis Dunn,
Dennis Heath, David
Long,
Rickey Mohler, David Owens, Bill
Gurley, and
Robert Strow.
Guests were Philip Wyatt and
Benney Watkins from Den 2.

eral government and the city
provides not only for the construction of facilities at the new
site, but also for the reestablishment of access and water and
sewage service for the residual
part of old Eddyville.
The contract and the authority to proceed were given to
Mayar Tanner this week. Under
provisions of the contract, the
work will be performed under the
direction of the City of Eddyville
with reimbursement of costs by
the U. S. Government.
Actual construction of streets,
water treatment plant and distribution system. and sewage
treatment plant and collection
system will be accomnlished by
contract under competitive bidding, and will be supervised
an engineering firm employe..
by the city. The selection of th.
engineer and award of the construction contract are subjejct to
the approval of the Corps of
Engineers.

During Girl Scout Week, March 5-12. we proudly salute our
local
Girl Scouts who. through the ideals and accomplishments
inspired by Girl Scouting, do so much to benefit the family ...
the
ity ... and

mummimsitv

the nation.
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Mr. and Mrs. Benny Wommack
of Route 7 were shoppers in town
Friday.
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WATCH FOR IT

HEATING OILS'
JOBBER

"7"--

EN TEN FOODS I ‘,

3

THE NEV COMPACT COMET

Cans

attack.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Morgan spent
the past weekend in Nashville,
the guest of their daughter, Mrs.
Joe Marshall and Mr. Marshall.

Subscribe to The Courier

If you're going to buy a
low price car...be sure
you get the better one!

Beef

ck .R.0a
43

meeting was at the home of Mrs.
John O'Hearn and was conducted
by Mrs. At Komorowski, president.
The club bought a slide and
horizontal ladder for the school
playgrour.d. Room count went to
the 6th Grade, and a book will
be purchased in their names for
the library.
Present
were
Mesdame3
O'Hearn,
Komorowskl,
Ken

'1ZZ:1

Ford's New Dream Car In The Low Price Compact Car Field

<r'

tall can
I it 1:01.1en

WKS 8°7.Box

1

at

Houses
fqrm Up to Shell
Our"Certified Comfort" Heating Plan is the reason why

FTLETS

lb.

"FILLETS

14

Oz. Bd.

Center
(5 Born - - .N'ot

The Comet, to go on sale at Mercury-Comet dealerships March 17,
combines
economy with tasteful styling. Although it is two to three feet shorter
than the
standard size cars, the Comet has travel room for a family of six and their
luggage.
All Comets the two and four-door sedans and the two and four-door station
wagons — are powered with a cost-saving six cylinder engine and are available
with
either automatic or manual transmissions. The car's 114-inch wheelbase, longest
in
the Comet's field, gives driver and passengers an excellent ride.

ON SALE MARCH 17

You get the coziest, most secure
shield of warmth between you and
that bone-chilling, ear-biting cold
outside your door. For Shell Heating Oil is highly-refined for maximum heating power. It's the clean,
safe way to heat. And Shell certifies
its oil is premium quality—the very
best for your burner.
What's more, we don't just drive
oil trucks. We give our customers
certified ser-v ice. Just check this list
of the things you get.
• Automatic Refill—you never have
to call us. Our unique follow-up

system tells us when you need
more fuel oil.
• FREE tank protection—we protect
your oil tank from internal rust and
corrosion with our special free-ofcharge Sonitorg application.
• Metered Receipts —you have an
exact, metered record of the
amount of oil we deliver. You
always know what you pay for.
• Courteous Drivers—the kind of
men who appreciate your business
and show it with a smile and a
"Thank you".

I

I

Backod by Shell-a na:n•
that stands for quality

We warmly recommend you try us

AT

RILEY MOTOR SALES
708 MAIN ST., BENTON,KY.

SERVICE OIL CO.

Ph. LA 7-7715

Benton, Ky.

CAR. KY.
--4111111111.11MMINNIIS

SPECIALS!
5 MAGNUS CHORD ORGANS at
cost. Can finance Record Players and Stereo's. Many to choose
from. BARGAINS 45 RPM at 25c
each. REBUILT TV SETS, MANY
WITH NEW PICTURE TUBES
from $4995 up. CAN FINANCE.
FOR SALE—Solid maple Dining RADIO SERVICE CENTER, 208
B41-547
room suite with rock maple E. 13th, Benton.
corner cabinet. Table is Duncan
Phyfe Style. Extra good condi- WANTED. Several jars of good
tion. See or call Marshall Wyatt, home made kraut. See or call
Marshall Wyatt, either at Cou:•LA 7-3931 or 4911.
ier office or home.

want Ads
SPINET PIANO
Responsible local party can
save over 30', on quality
spinet by taking overreduced
arpayments. Inspection
ranged. Write home office.
Joplin Piano Co., Joplin, Mo.

I

The Marshall County Board of
Education will accept bids for
structional supplies and laboratory equipment until 10:00 a. m,
Saturday, March 19. Specifications can be obtained at the
superintendent's office.
Holland Rose, Secretary,
Marshall County Board of
Education.

$5,000 Damage Guarantee

1643 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.

how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

erhaps Alcoholics Anonymous Can Help You.
Phone LA 7-6131
KY.
BENTON
I,,LASS BREAKAGE IN U.S. AUTOS LAST YEAR
WAS ENOUGH TO BUILD A GREENHOUSE
FROM CHICAGO TO ST. LOUIS, MO !

Phone 3-2934

After 35, irregularity often becomes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
evrablish regularity. Such an aid to
iegularity is the daily use of SERUTAN.
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took SEPUTAN daily
under medical supervision. In case
after Case SERUTAN, taken daily,
helped establish regularity. So, for
real relief from constipation after
35, try ShRUTAN, powder Or granular.

POWELL
COAL
CO.

million pieces of auto glass broken
in car accidents! A smashed windshield can often
cost drivers $100 and more if not insured. Be prepareo—with State Farm you can hare complete car
protectors,!Sus"Hometown Claim Service who'eve r
you drive." Contact we tot*.

J. Homer Solomon
Local Agent

FOR SALE-6 2-tube florescent
fixtures. Will sell cheap. See up
and buring at Nelson's Reza11
Drugs.
FOR SALE—Incomeproperty located on Main Street, Benton,
Ky. One Commercial Building,
50x90; the present lease nets
about 9 per cent. Pone LA
7-7484.
2tp

1220 Main LA 7-3801
Benton, Ky.

STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE

COMPANY

Hoene Moe. Bloomington, t5i50.3

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE:
Qualified — Experienced— Appraiser — Liquidator — Auctioneer. Col Bert Parlish. Phone
LA 7-2311.
44pd.
FREE'S
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Highway 68
Bands - Jewelry - Gifts work guaranteed. Open from
a. m.
9 p. m. Phone LA7-8082
Large enough to serve you -Small enough to appreciate.
BUCK & BECKY FREE
WATCH & GIFT SHOP

Perfect for special
Occasions . . and a
welcome surprise any
time . . flowers!

WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on a spinit piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manage:,
P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville,
Indiana.
4tp
SEPTIC Tang and grease trap
cleaning.
Call Pat Wilkins
LA7-7221.
rtsc
PLUMBING do HEATING
SERVICE
All types of repairs and Installations.
Also contract jobs.
Free Estimates. Gas work a specialty. Gaylon Burd,
Phone LA7-7402.
rtsc

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

in Limestone Rock

For the tirst time science has found
a new healing substance with the astonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain— without
surgery. In case after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all —results were so thorough that sufferers made astonishing

Try our Terms!
Fabucator In

Calvert City, Ky.
Phone EX5-4383

like "Piles have ceased to
be a problem!" The secret is a new
healing substance (Bio-Lyne$)-discovery of a world-famous research

statements

Style Foods — Delicious
Short Orders — Steaks

Ornamental Iro
Chain Link Fen
927 W. tlroadvva Inplf

JOE
MIKE'S

Sandwiches
Located at 7th
and Main Streets
Benton, Hy.

Ph. CH 74479—Calls T
Ph. CH 7-5651 24 hr.
6 Days A itietk

25,
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The Newest

FREE

is Fertilizers

CHIROPRACTIC
EXAMINATIO

PRING FABR
Can Now Be
Found at The
New

Including

institute.This substance is now available in suppoeitory or ointment form
At all drug
called Preparation
counters — money back guarantee.

INGROWN NAIL
HURTING YOU?
Immediate

ReliefI•

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

ittligt bring blessed
of ingrown nall.
t•,e ihin underneath the
t.i.•ui
rad .!,e cut and thus pre.
vents further own and diseonifort, 017GKU
is available e si drug counters.

WCBL I
RAW 10

Subscribe to The Courier

Wallboard

So. Main St., Benton, Ky.

•
Lumber
•
Millwork

SPINAL X-RAYS
(Heart Examinatio
ENDOCARDOGRAH
(Nerve ExamMatio
MICRODYNAMETER
BLOOD PRESSURE
GENERAL PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

Fabric Shoo
7 E.

Nia% fi.

Broad w

A Complete Line of Piece G
and Notions
Don't Miss Shopping The Ni.1,
Shop for All of NowMaterial

Neel I -

•
Masonry
•
Roofing

Oakley Chiropractic Clini

From

FOR SALE-5 room brick house
with attic and garage on 18th
St., in Parkview Heights. Call LA
7-7787.
rtcs

SPINET PIANO

40 Sand and Gravel

Benton Florist

WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
We buy white oak standing timber, custom logs, custom stave
and heading bolts. Contact us for
prices and specifications. L. C.
Engle, Buyer, Tel. 5-2765, Martin,
Tenn, C. A. Lewis, Buyer, Tel.
CHapel 7-1812, Mayfield, Ky.
rtsc

FOR RENT-5-room house and
good basement. Phone daytime
LA 7-5321 or nights LA 7-7734.
Jim Kinney.
rtsc

tb Warm Morning
Stoves

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

FLOWERS

ASHLAND
CAFE
Fine Home

They replaced 5%

FOR SALE-7-room house, back
and front porch. 2 good wells,
stock barn, shed, corn crib,
wheat house, garage, fruit cellar
on 521,2 acres of good land. Paducah to Symsonia telephone
available. Located 3-4 miles from
West Marshall school. Reasonable. Contact C. R. Hancock,
Route 1, Symsonia, Ky. Call Pa45pd.
ducah 2502.

It would be our pleasure to HELP in 1,
your home with
BEAUTIFUL ORNAMENTAI. IRON

DOWDY'S

tsY Jeanne He
Married at Ch
Benton I

HELP !! HELP!

SCIENTIFIC PEST CONTROL

TERMINIX COMPANY

Relieve ache', and ra,ns
STANBACK Tablets
'
or
Also use as gargle for
due to colds. SI AN4A1
I Synergistic A ,
.
brings fast,
Remembci
STANBAC K !

Zemo, a doctor's formula., liquid
heal
or ointment, soothes, helps
minor burns, cuts. br Uses. Farm',
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczem& teen-age pimples,
so
athlete's foot. Stops scratch.
aids faster healing. For stub
cases, get Extra Strength Zemo.

FREE INSPECTIONS

CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show

FACED WITH A
DRINKING PROBLEM?

Zemo Great for
Minor Burns,Cuts

NOTICE

FOUNDATION
TO ROOF
We Have It!
PY1-1,•\_"\CE
the
BEAUTY OF
EVERY R00.7:1
we have many. many
Patterns
from.

to

OFFICE HOURS
10 A. M. to 8 P. M. Daily
1 P. M. to 7 P. M. Sunday

TREAS

Tuesday .and Saturday—Closed

Lumber Company
Phone LA 7-2991 — Benton. Ky

Highway 68 at Aurora

choose
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HOTPOINT
You Can Get
A Better Deal
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SALES & SERVICE

-1",-kEm

PLAY WITrl!

ERVIN POE'S

Super Shell
with TCP
You

Quality Used Cars
Priced to Sell

ROBERTS

For faster, mere complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACICs S. A. (Synergistic Action)
- the combined action of several
redically•approved iogredients in
cre easy-to-take dose-eases arv'ety
and tension, starts bringing ref
rght away.
Saie,* esPe.E we,
Test
STANBACK
against any
Ore paration
-.eye "ye,
usv%

RADIO SERVICE CENTER
Benton,Ky.

SLEEP 8 HOURS—
WAKE UP TIRED?
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
After a good night's sleep, do you strengthen your blood within one
still feel tired out? Often this day! Thus quickly help build rich,
run-down feeling is due to "Iron- red blood ... to restore strength
Hungry Blood" (simple iron and energy so you feel flne
again
deficiency anemia). Then it's fast! If your blood is so starved
neeciless for most women to suffer for iron that you just drag
such awful weariness.
through the day, get wonderful
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab- Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets
fmm
lets, only iron tonic made espe- any drug store today.
Then lust
cially for women. Rich in iron, see'if you don't soon feel
like
a
Pinkham Tablets start to "new" woman again.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miserable discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.

gasolines
made to giv.2
ou more mile,
get more
niers mileagepower,
and
smoo
ther-runnigg
engine

RHYMING ROMEOS

By

H. T. LIMO

Shell with
gssoline yourTCP•is the most powercar can use! It's
6 is so
octane
high engine
ta
knock is no
problem.
Shell's extra
Power,from aviation
logredients,_gives vou extra
mileage
cruiSing• I-CP
w hile you
additive tunes .our
drive.

(dollar goes farther with
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Also use a
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Feb. 25, Miss Patsy
, daughter of Mr.
Henson of Benton
the bride of Larry
son of Mr. and
erby of Benton
double-ring cereormed by the Rev.
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practic Cli

I Murfreesboro, Tenn., were called
Irvan Norwood of Hardin
home last weekend because of Route I was a business
visitor ln
the death of her grandmothe:, Benton Miring the weekend and
visited
the
Courier
office
to reMrs. Roberta Treas, whose servnew his subscription to the paMrs. Thomas Moss of Calvert ices were held Saturday.
per.
City Route 2 and baby have been
Mrs. Otto Cann attended the
returned from Baptist Hospital
Billy Henderson, son of Mr.
bedside of her aunt, Mrs. Henri-- and Mrs. Herbert
to their home in Calvert City.
Henderson of
etta Wood at the Fuller-Morgan Ft. Bragg, N. C., spent ten days
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey, Jr., Hospital
in Mayfield last week recently in Benton with his parof Middle TeTnnessee College at for several days.
rents and relatives and friends.

Personal...

Hog cholera is a costly live- Texas, New Mexico,
Nevada,
stock hazard. For years it WAS Idaho, and ofeir..
standard practice to use live,
Cornell research workers are
virulent hog cholera virus as a
part of the vac- really starting something. They
cination and are testing the taste preference
preventive
treatment. Unf or tunat ely,
every place this
live virus was
used became a
new center of
infection from
which the disease could be
spread. When,
after six years
*Mark Welsh
of research
work, American Cyanamid sci- of chickens, cows, pigs, and
other animals for a great vaentists developed the first modi- riety
of substances. The things
fied live-virus method of vac- that taste
and smell good to peocinating swine without the dan- ple may
be repelling to a calf
gers of the older product, the or dog. We have known
this
end of this disease was in sight. for years; yet, up to now no one
The virulent virus is excluded has done much critical testing.
by law for use in 23 states that If the scientists find something
produce 57 per cent of our pork. that makes a poultry feed-more
These are: Illinois, Iowa, Michi- palatable than average, the
gan, Wisconsin, Connecticut, gains could run into millions. •
• • •
West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgia, One per cent of the world's
population
produces
close to half
Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, of the eggs,
and red meats
Louisiana, Arkansas, North Da- useci 'in themilk
world!
kota, South Dakota, Montana, American farmers. • • They are
(Editors Note: Dr. Mark Welth is a former
Instructor and state livestock sanitary service director university
who has spent
a lifetime in agriculture. He now is agricultural consultant
to
American Cyanamid Company.)

NOTICE
Pleasant Wash Days Are Here

Mick's Launderette
Coin Operated

(i) Mark Welsh, 1960

who returns plans, specifications
and other documents in good
Condition to the Architect, within one 111 week after bid openJoin the many who have learned the ad‘antages of a pleasant. convenient
ing. Bidders returning unusable
The Comet—Ford Motor Com- plans or specifications
reor
pany's new highly-styled eco- turning olans and specifications
and more economical way to wash.
nomy car—will be sold and after the above
mentioned one
serviced in Benton by Riley (11 week period will be refunded
Motor Sales.
only $27.50.
Leon J. Riley, general manA satisfactory bid bond ex-1 We are here to give you any help you need—and will do your washing and dryager, said the dealership at 708
Main Street will display the ecuted by the bidder and acceptable
sureties in an amount equal
Comet on March 17 when it will
isag for you, if you so desire.
go on sale throughout the coun- to five percent t5%) of the bid
shall be submitted with each bid.
try.
The successful bidder will be
Riley Motors will continue to
offer a complete line of Mercury required to furnish and pay for
We are open 24 hours DAILY. We have free starch and starching facilitie-.
satisfactory
performance and
and English Ford automobiles
along with the newest entry Ps payment bond in the amount of
plus every convenience for you to do your washing professionally. You Can
I00': of the contract as providthe smaller size car field.
The Comet will be available ed for in the specifications.
Attention is called to the fact
in a wide selection of models and
wash and dry SEVERAL YEARS at the fabulous prices at MICK'S LAUNwill be powered by an economical that not less than the minimum
six-cylinder engine of the most salaries and wages as set forth
modern design. The car has a in the specifications must be
DERETTE for what you pay for a washer and dryer. In addition, you SA\ I.
114-inch wheelbase for the best paid on this project.
The Fiscal Court of Marshall
combination of maneuverability
the expense of water, gas, electricity and the maintenance of your equipment.
County cur and on behalf of the
and riding comfort.
Marshall County Board of Education, Benton, Kentucky, reINVITATION TO BID
serves the right to reject any
Get the habit of washing at MICK'S LAUNDERETTE. You will enjoy it. AVt•
The Fiscal Court of Marshall all bids or to waive any or
inCounty for and on behalf of the formalities in the
bidding.
No
Marshall County Board of Edu- bid shall be
are close to the main shopping part of Benton.
withdrawn for a
cation, Benton.'Kentucky will re- period of forty-five
1431 days
ceive bids for the construction el subsequent to the
opening of
Calvert City Elementary School, bids without the
consent
Calvert City, Kentucky and Fiscal Court of Marshall of the
County.
Aurora Elementary School AdDate 10 March 1960.
dition, Aurora., Kentucky until
FISCAL COURT OF MAR2:00 p. m. IC. S. T.) on the 6th
SHALL COUNTY
day of April 1960, in the Court
By Artelle Halton,
Room of the Marshall County
County Judge
Court House. Benton, Kentucky,
W. J. Brien, Jr.,
at which time all bids will be
County Court Clerk.
41C
publicly opened and read aloud.
The Calvert City Elementary
School Project consists of eight
Classrooms, Offices, Kitchen,
Boiler Room, Toilets and Storage
Rooms. The Aurora Elementary
School Addition Project consists
of four Classrooms, Offices,
Kitchen, Lobby, Toilets and Storage Rooms.
Proposed forms of contract
documents, including plans and
specifications are on file at the
office of the Marshall County
Board of Education, Court House,
Benton Kentucky and at the office of Lee Potter Smith and Associates, Architects, 2221 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky and
AMERICAS
may be obtained at the office of
the Architects on and after the
LOWEST-PRICED
10th day of March 1960. Copies
of the documents will also be on
6 PASSENGER
file at the following locations for
examination by interested parSTATION WAGONS
ties:
F. W. Dodge Corporation Plan
Rooms in the Cities of St. Louis,
Missouri; Louisville, Kentucky;
Nashville, Tennessee; Memphis,
Tennessee: and Evansville, Indiana; and the Associated General Contractors, Paducah, Kentucky.
Copies of the documents may
be obtained by depositing $50.00
With the Architect for each set
of documents so obtained. $50.00
will be refunded to each bidder

Riley Motors Will
Sell Ford's Comet

New

Don't

1960

101 West 10th Street, Benton.

Can Now Be
Found at The

Mayfield,
(Heart Exarnn 17 E. almadway
A Cciinplete Line of Piece Goods
(Nerve ExarnE
and Notions

•1,

By Mark Welsh

The Newest

ING FABRICS

,

FARMING AROUND

tending to the hemline. Her
shoes were of matching aqua
satin and her shoulder-length
veil of illusion was held in place
by a crown of rhinestones,
sequins and pearls. Her only BURIAL CONDUCTED FOR
jewelry was a single strand of OAK LEVEL RESIDENT
pearls. The bride carried a
Funeral services for Berry
white Bible topped with a white
e e exchanged at orchid caught with streamers Badgett, 89, of the Oak Level
community,
who died Saturday
re a large white tied in love knots.
at the Hawkins Rest Home In
entwined with
Attending the bride as maid Paducah, were held Monday
of white gladioli of honor
was Miss Janice
placed at either Staples. Her street-length dress afternoon at the Linn Funeral
sly pews were was of aqua polished cotton and Chapel with the Rev. Jack Doom
hite satin bows. organza. and her flowers were officiating. Burial was in the
assembled Mrs. white carnations tied with aqua Oak Level Cemetery.
He is survived by two daughndree, sister of ribbon.
ters, Mrs. Guy Breezeel of Bennted a program
Ronald (Wilk) Edwards was ton and Mrs. Gertha Lents of
c.
the groom's best man. Earl and Symsonia Route 1; one sister,
ven in marriage Murrell Henson, brothers of the Mrs. John Crossen
of
wore a street- bride, were the ushers. Allen Mo., six grandchildren Neelyville,
white Chantilly Overby, brother of the groom. great-grandchildren. and seven
tin with match- was ring bearer. The bride's'
A large aqua sister, Lou Jean Henson, served
Lee Croley of Route 2 was a
attached at the as flower girl, dropping red rose business visitor in
Benton Monstreamers ex- petals as she preceded the bride day.

!! HELP!

I

For release week 0.

down the aisl,?.
Mrs. Henson chose for her
daughter's' wedding a wine dress
with black accessories. Mrs.
Overby, the mother of the groom,
was attired in a navy blue suit
with white accessories.
Immediately following the
ceremony the couple left for a
wedding trip to Michigan and
Canada. They are now at home
on Benton Rt. 1.

casslove SA

I

Open every hour of the day. WE NEVER CLOSE.
Come in and get acquinted with us.

:1 I'.

NI. Daily
NI. slinday
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your car specifies "premium"

If the maker of your car specifies "regular'
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h TCP* is the most power.
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extra power,from aviation
,gives you extra mileage
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Shell Gasoline
with TCP
Ali-around performance
no "regular" can beat—
performance 88% of all
regular gasoline tails to deliver
New Shell Gasoline at "regular" price is
loaded with premium features—is higher
in octane than premium grades of a short
time ago.
You get custom-volatility for easy starting;TCP to make a rough-running engine
smooth again. And new Shell Gasoline is
made to give better mileage.

Trader,' los 0.1a tan.q.• gasoline additive 4evolo5..7
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ar goes farther with Shell—and so do you!

ER'S SHELL STATION
Benton, Ky.

BENTON, KENTUCKY
M S Code 817
Today & Friday, march 10-11
Starts: 7:22 & 9:31
Frank Sinatra-Grace Kelly
HIGH SOCIETY
Vistavision Sr Color
Saturday, Only, March 12
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
Joseph Cotton - Betsy Blair
THE HALLIDAY BRAND
and
Starts: 1:27-5:03-8:39
Victor Mature - Rhonda Fleming
THE BIG CIRCUS
In Cinemascope & Color
Sun.-Mon., March 13-14
Starts: 1:52-3:58-7:22-9:28
Starts Monday Nile at 7:22-9:28
Peter Palmer - Leslie Parrish
LIL' ABNER
In Vistavision & Color
Tues.-Wed., March 15-16
Starts: 7:37-9:41
Cliff Robertson - Gia Scala
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA
11MiliIMIMIEREINIIMME1111111

The non Tudor and Fordo, Falcon
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ond seven,

See"FORD STARTIME"lV's finest hour,
in lnofl cola, Tuesdays o NEIC-TV

THE NEW
FORD FALCON
WAGONS

and,,,0the Fo.d ••••.:.•

Americo's station wagon specialists complete the wodd's largest wagon
family with TWO NEW-SIZE wagons. They're Falcons in size old
savings—and full-fledged Ford wagon wonders when it comes to
work! AVith 2 feet less car to manage, you're a genius at solving
traffic problems—a past master at parking.
Fdcee Worm ere priced up te S154 less than other 6-passenger
compact wagons. The 2-door model is America's lowest-priced
6-passenger wagon.•
%km glees the best gas Wimp of any American-built wagon, on
regular fuel. You can go up to 30 miles on a gallon of
gasoline!
Tao get other Falcon savings, too. Repairs cost less. Change oil only
once in 4,000 miles. And the Falcon's aluminized muffler
normally
lasts twice as long as the ordinary kind.
longest lied leer is the compact held is yours in a Falcon. It's over
7 ft. long, with cargo space totaling more than 76 cubic feet!
Fell-six-posseager num, tee, because Falcon Wagons are
built for
people. There's room for hats, hips and legs. Come see these
newest
wonders from the Ford wagon world! F0R0
DIVISION, brosajeorC
ece1V1any•

.3.1411
5
1
1111F4
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COME SEE ALL SEVEN
WONDERS OF THE WAGON WONDERLAND FROM

svesesood 'Holt dpkrend pricy.

FORD

PME :IAC:S:S

WAG"

KINNEY - H1ETT MOTOR CO.
Benton

I'-ntuekv
FORD— The Fnest Fords of a Life,

.r..em

FALCON—The Neu-slae Ford Ibit THUNDERBIRD— The World's
Most Wanted C.
Sleggsammes

rs.
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Car Hits Bridge On
Icy Road; Driver
Suffers Broken Hip
Robert Canter, an employee of
Riley Motor Sales in Benton, suffered a broken hip in an automobile accident last Thursday
night, March 3.
Canter was driving on an icy
road near Symsonia when his
car skidded into bannisters of a
wooden bridge. A big 2x4 plank
pierced a headlight, plunged
through the floorboard near the
brake peddle and went on under
the drivers seat.
Canter was taken to Baptist
Hospital in Paducah, and is recovering from his injury. He
lives near Symsonia.
PRAYER WEEK HELD
The women of the Calvert
Baptsit Church have observed the
Week of Prayer by clai:y prayers
and programs at the church this
week. The program has been on
Christian missions and the
Scripture study was the 40th
chapter of Isaiah. A large number attended the daily meetings.
George H. Dodd suffered a
stoke recently and is ill at the
home of his aunt. Miss Lizzie
Hall.
W. J. West and Ace Dunnigan
of Route 1 were business visitors
in Benton Monday morning.

A blanket should be hung ou
doors to dry —preferably on a
clear, windy day. Never "tumble'
it dry. Light brushing will also
raise the nap.
• • •
Thinking of buying a new vacuum cleaner? Be sure to get the
kind that stops
when the bag
needs emptying or replacing. Then you'll
never be wasting time trying
to clean with
the suction choked off by dirt in
the bag.
• • •
To repair small holes made by
nails or screws in plaster... press
blackboard chalk into the opening
...sandpaper the chalk level with
the wall surface ...shellac and
cover with paint or wall-paper.
• • •
Want a spotless refrigerator
cabinet? Wash frequently with
warm water, rinse with clear water and ...dry thoroughly with a
clean, soft cloth—never use abrasive cleaners.
• • •
To prevent your double boiler
from scorching while you're cleaning in the bedroom, put some
marbles in the bottom pan. When
the water boils away, the marbles
make a racket you won't fail to
hear.

Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie English
and son, Dennis, visited the parents of Mrs. English, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Swatzell at Mayfield Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orb Malone of
Route 4 were shoppers in Benton
Monday.
Mrs. Margie Bazzell and her
mother, Mrs. Beulah Parker of
Route 2 were shoppers in Benton Monday.
Mrs. Lucien Strow of Ottawa,
Ill., arrived in Benton and Murray Sunday to be at the bedside
of her mother, Mrs. Marvin Holland,
Barney Bolen and son of Symsonia were business visitors in
town Monday.
Rollie Farley of Route 1 was
a business visitor in Benton Saturday. Mr. Farley came by the
Courier office to renew his subscription.
Mrs. Harold Parkes of Calvert
City Route 1 has been dismissed
as a patient from the Baptist
Hospital in Paducah.
Miss Jolane Hutchens, student at Middle Tennessee College, Murfreesboro, spent the
weekend 'n Benton with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hutchens.
Miss Lois Derrington of Hopkinsville spent the weekend with
her parents in Benton.
Mrs. Marvin Holland entered
Murray Hospital last week after
suffering a "stroke."
Mrs. H. T. Ruggles and Mrs.
Woodrow Dunn of Calvert City
Route 1 and Route 7 were business visitors in Benton Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Armstrong of the county were visitors here Tuesday afternoon.
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JUNIOR Hf FELLOWSHIP
HEARS PADUCAH PASTOR
Presbyterian
Calvert
The
Junior High Fellowship met Sunday with Miss Jeanne Conn for
a supper and program. Guest
speaker was Dr. Frank Norfleet
of Paducah, Who talked on "The
Baptist Church."
Present were Melanie Gallemore, Mary Ann Arncld, Betsy
and
Leslie Sherwood, Ann
Matheney, Miss Conn. Dr. Northat and Rev. Harry MacCall.
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BENTON GROUP ATTENDS
CHURCH GROUP EVENT
A potluck dinner was served
March 3 at the Church Grove
Methodist Church when the Missionary from Africa. Rev. Chas.
Reeves, spoke.
Attending the meeting from
Benton were Rev. and Mrs. Mavens Gurley. Mesdames Bob Long.
R. R. McWaters and Orville Taylor.

we can venture, a :
thoughts. The church
an rule out what Paul
church has no right tr,
civil courts and the civil
t have no jurisdiction
Church of God." If any
people anywhere has a high Cc

ATTEND MEMPHIS SHOW
Curtis Lee Phillips and hi
father, Joe Brooks Phillips, Sco,t
DYMIS and Billy Rudolph went to
Memphis Sunday to attend a
sportsmen's show at the fairgrounds. They made the tr;p
from Gilbertsville in the private
plane of Mr. Phillips.
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SEA CLIPPER
The watch that faces anything! 17
Jewels, seawinding, waterproof°,
shock-resistant, matching expansion
band.
$40.55

INAKOOT
Mall moon link bracelet spirals
around yoyr pretty wrist. sets off a
tiny circle of a case. 23 Rosa.
ISO SO

NIS EXCELLENCY
Slim as a sword and waterproof•
too. 23 Jewels. ShOck•resistant,
matching expansion band.
$11.50
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Good Quality Red Potatoes 25 lb. bag 89c
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PRICES GOOD AT BOTH U-TOTE-EM STORES

U-TOTE-EM FOOD CENTER
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More Understanding
Needed By Drivers,
Says Club Youth
BY PAT BROWN
Better understanding on the
part of both the city and the
rural drivers would help cut the
traffic toll Each has problems
DEAR MISTER EDITOR:
Islands. It's plain that they ain't and complaints to make against
the other.
I ain't got out much this week got none.
And I was mighty interested
Here are some of the seeds of
to git any news first hand and
all I know is what I been reading in that piece about a Baltimore discontent for both to consider:
denist
breaking
a
patient's
leg
The city drivers often forget
In the papers. And I ain't got
pulling a wisdom tooth. that there are others, truck
any of that confirmed official while
The wisdom in most people don't drivers and farmers, who use the
yet on account of not gitting to
go that fur down put I reckon highways to earn their living. To
ner appears in the country store Saturday night.
this is a unusual feller in Balti- a city resident the highway is
handcuffed and
But several little items struck
more.
often the road to a vacation to
ed to him, it is me as unusual and I aim to take
I see where them Congress- some sort of relaxing break in
as an escape 'em up at our next meeting. Per
ickname is Slip- instant, I see where the Tonga men is still talking about reduc- the day-to-day routine. The
it Paul was no Islands out in the Pacific has a ing taxes. This is normal fer the truck driver considers that the
he was forced to population of 40,000 and has got Congress in a election year. It's highway is just a avenue of busisame. Further- no taxes, no public debt and no hard to believe that this nation ness. Still the highway belongs
juvenile delinquency. I think was founded to git away from to all. Recreation and business
steps should be took at onct to taxation and today that's' about each have equally legitimate
bring civilization to them pore all we got. American Revo- claims on the public roads.
City drivers are often unaclution started over one tax and
now we got enough of em to customed to highway driving.
keep a revolution going till the Many urbanites get on the highway only once a year when they
end of time.
Congress spends about half its go on vacations, Consequently,
they
carry city driving habits
time talking about taxes and the
other half talking about infla- into the country, where such
tion. I've done give up on taxes habits are puny weapons at best.
Because he is driving at. unDr. Foreman
and I ain't losing no sleep warfamilar high speeds, the city
Funeral services for Mrs. Ro- rying about inflation.
fore Governor
driver takes curves too fast,
Agrippa. The berta Treas, 79, who died March
In 1933, fer instant, I was
waits too long to stop, and foly. but the chains 3 at a hospital in Mayfield, were broke and had to
eat sardines fer lows
traffic too closely to be
held Saturday afternoon at the a week. In 1960 if
I eat sardines safe. The
farmer looking on sees
do about it? Two Filbeck-Cann Funeral Chapel, fer a week I'd be broke again.
only a menace.
ot do. He would with Revs. John Tate and Paul Inflation or deflation, it's the
These have been only a few
he was there at W. Dailey officiating. Burial same difference, the way I see
of the many opinions that city
kept his mouth was in the Brewers Cemetery.
it. In the end I don't reckon it
and
rural inhabitants express
Mrs.
Treas,
a
resident
of
the makes much difference one way
could have said
about the highway situation It
arimt rightfully Brewers community, was a mem- or the other.
is
highly
unlikely that the citY
court. On the ber of the New Zion Missionary
In this world of today man is mouse and the
country mouse
ized the legal Baptist Church.
begotten in a hurry and fergot- will ever share
the same piece
judgpass
to
Pallbearers were Ray Wyatt, ten in a hurry, and juaging
from
of cheese, but there is hope that
Again. he could W. T. Warmath, Bill Perry, Paul what the
preacher says at his each will share his own
burden
court. We know Creason, Charles Mullens, Har- funeral
and the newspapers says of guilt and fight
against rural
lis hoped for a ley Smith.
in his obituary, he has lived the traffic accidents.
wealthy friendF
Mrs. Treas is survived by three good and full life.
ye arranged it. daughters. Mrs. Hal Perry of
If he has managed to have a
MISSION STUDY IS HELD
that.
Brewers. Mrs. Luther Thompson TV rod on his roof and
a two- AT LAKEVIEW
t,f Benton and Mrs. Helen Hayes tone car narked in front
BAPTIST '
of his
rt
of Atlanta. Ga.: two step-daugh- house, I reckon the preacher
The Lakeview WMS met Feb.
and
29 to hear Mrs. Joe Brandon,
may cast ronsc ters, Mrs. Harley Smith of Route the newspapers is right.
ion between the I. Mrs. Louvenia Smith of DeI think it's a waste of time fer Benton, teach the mission book
and the civi troit: two sons. Jake York of Congress to keep making new "Reaching Rural Churches." Mrs.
Imv:•rnment ir Mayfield and James Treas of laws trying to cover
the situa- Brandon. the wife of a foreign
v. TMs is a.
Route I: one step-son, Virgil tion. We got so many laws
now missionary, told of some of her
d the churche, Tress of Kirkscy Route 1: two that the new-ones is
meeting experiences as a missionary's
tudyIng tins
brothers. Robert Hunt of Illinois the old ones coming back.
wife and of the churches they
'
eed on the solo- and Ciabourne Hunt of Benton.
And then my preacher says had pastored in connection with
venture a fey
their
teaching.
the big trouble with this country
The church eer.
Mrs. L A. Davis and • Mrs. is that there ain't enough respect
Two other churches, Calvett
what Paul ruled Frank Tomsic of Calvert City fer law. The
big trouble is that City and Bethlehem, were reprehas no right to were shoppers in Paducah Fri- we got so
many laws there just sented. They, along with the
rts and the civil day.
ain't enough respect to go Lakeview members, enjoyed the
no jurisdiction
study. Each one present tv::
around.
of God." If any
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Provine of
Them Congressmen has been made to realize the responsibile
yhere has a high Gilbertsville Route I were vissolving our financial problems. of the rural churches to do their
itors in Benton Monday.
including the national debt, fer part in the spreading of the
th law and to
years with .a revolving mirror Gospel.
utherities, it is
Marvin Starks of Route 2 was and I don't see why we need
Refreshments were served and
• se the church's
any
a
visitor
in
everyone enjoyed a few minutes
Benton
Saturday and more laws fer that operation.
•e of operation,
while
here
of
subscribed
Christian fellowship after Mrs.
for
the
Yours turly,
f its ministeis,
Courier.
Brandon concluded the study.
Uncle Ned
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Willie of
St refuse tempMilan, Ill., were recent guests
side the law, it
in the home of Fred Willie, their
ulous not to inson, and family.
law-makers by
• This goes all the
MRS. ALMA ROGERS IS
preachers who try to get
BURIED AT SYMSONIA
traffic-Violation tickets
up to a great church that
Funeral services for Mrs. Alma
„get illegal tax reduction.L. -Rodgers, a former Symsonia
Dona.
resident, who died March I at
her home in Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
then can the church do'
were held
at
the Cottrell
d not stay aloof from law
Funeral Home there Saturgovernment, and if it cannot
daY. Burial was in the Symsonia
please the Felixes around
Cemetery.
with bribes, direct or
She is survived by her hushat
. can the Christian
band, Luther Rodgers of Poplar
fronts the civil
Bluff; two daughters, Mrs. Lena
Hayden of East St. Louis. Ill.,
take a leaf from
Mrs. Velma Crisler of Sedwickto influence the
ville, Mo.; two sisters, Mrs. Loura
open and aboveScott and Mrs. Maggie Scott of
case truthfully,
Paducah; four grandchildren, 11
asively. In all
Our reputation for precision and integrity has been earned
great - grandchildren.
•urt was prejuMrs.
Rodgers
had lived at Poplar Bluff
at the start: but
by a conscientious effort to do only the finest of work.
since 1931.
verdict of Not
had on his side
We will gladly examine your watch and estimate
presented those
Ruby Myers of Route 1 was
in Benton last Thursday morn
skeptical judges
cost of repairs.
ing and while in town stopped
You will find our prices to be in keeping with the time and
by the Courier office to renew
his subscription to the paper.
material required and .
Whitt Cann of Calvert City
is soniething the church
Route 2 was a business visitor In
or several things all cornBenton
Monday.
_Christian church
st,
Butler Cope and Clarence Darha
re than it somenell of Hardin were business visa clear underitors in town recently.
social
of
d is: that is tc
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the c
understanding of
• and cl
the
an faith Implies
social,
ess, educational
Ims of life in
all o
ond, the church
re than it is, of
roposed legislasay in simpler
which,
4—ths,
h ghould
to
thri
situa
ng to do to peothat is not interand what affects
y removed from
third, the church,
of its member:terested, should
congressmen, send official boards.
ristian viewpoint.
IN THE CENTER OF
church needs to
THE THEATRE AND
n position,to per.
SHOPPING DISTRICT
hest method—the
the truth.

Mrs. Roberta Treas
Burial Is Held At
Brewers Cemetery

art

hat

Mrs. Coy Gillihan of Route 7
underwent major surgery at the
Baptist Hospital in Paducah
Thursday of the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lottmann
enroute ti their home in St. Louts
front a ten-day vacation In
Bradenton. Fla., visited her sister, Mrs. Glen Ely and Glen in
Benton last week.
Mrs. Effie York of Route 4 was
a shopping visitor in Benton
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Sledd of
Route 7 were business viistors In
Benton Saturday afternoon.
Miss Marsha Wyatt of Murray
spent the weekend with her
grandmother, Mrs. Gania Wyatt.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sholar
of Route 5 spent Sunday with
Mrs. Elsa Warren in Benton.
Mrs. J. J. Stone of Route 4 is
a patient in a Mayfield Hospital.
Her niece. Mrs. Lucille Lilly visited her there Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Griggs of
Calvert City Route 2 were visitors here Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Goheen
of Gilbertsville were shoppers
In Benton Monday.

Mrs Tan Lamb and Mrs. Homer
Chester of Kirksey Route I were
shoppers in Benton Tuesday.
Mrs Gautie Grace spent the
weekend in Paducah with the
family of her son.

HOSPITAL NEWS
Mrs. Louis Roach of Symsonia
has been dismissed as a patient
from Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. Florence Wilson has been
at her home in Benton for a
week after having been a patient for several weeks at Baptist
Hospital ;n Paducah.
Mrs. Robert D. Dunn of Route
It was a patient at Baptist Hos
pital in Paducah.
Virgil Borders of Route 4 was
admitted Wednesday of the past
week to Baptist Hospital in Paducah.

Wm. H. Powell of Calvert City
Route I is back home from Bar tist Hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. Charles Cook of Calvert
City Route 2 was a recent patient at Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Quiller P. Gipson of Benton
Route 2 was a recent patient at
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.

SURE PROTECTION — Licensed by Kentucky Agriculture
Department — Also You Get a Bond with Your Job
SAVII UP VP TO $50 ON EAC

INSPECTIONS

W.D. Keeling

Bring your watch to our
repair department for expert attention and service
Main and 8th Streets

MAYFIELD,

DOWNING'S TEXACO

• FURNITURE

STATION

• STOVES
• AP;LLAN CES
• HARDW ARE

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL

Se--lug Five Counties. Graves, Marshall,

allow ay,

Carlisle, Hickman.
WEN ON CALL DUTY FOR SERVICE TROUBLE
MAYFIELD, KY.
PHONE 1290

Buy In Volume! Sell in Volume!
You Save!

Made
To Sell
At $3.95
We Buy ...
In Volume
We Sell ...
In Volume

We Save!

Now, we ha v e sold
THOUSANDS OF GALLONS of Cicero brand
pahvt in West Kentucky
Tennessee
and
and
Southern Indiana and
Illinois and Southeast
Missouri — We KNOW
ITS QUALITY!

We pay the highest prices for Iron, Metal, Rag..
Batteries and Hides. Conveniently located at
3400 Park Ave., Paducah, K.
Dial 5-9963

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

Morgan, Trevathan and Gunn

e sei wire fence in any cut length.
We have sold Acme Paint for 50 years
We have over 10,000 items in hardware & t.rols
We have a complete Kitchenshop with Gifts and
Small Electrical Appliances

a n k Bros.

alwvp

Visit Our Smithland Store
The Livingston County Hardware Company

HOTEL "

nes eopyrIghted by
hrlstlan Education,
of the Charehea of
S. A. Released by
Service.)

FAMILY RATES

Children Under 14 FREES
•250 Rooms with Bath
•Ratesfrom $4.50 Single
•Excellent Coffee Shop
•• Reasonable Prices
•Air Conditioning
•Television
•Circulating Ice Water
NEWEST HOTEL IN

When You Think of Gas Installation
— REMEMBER —
• For Reservations Phone 2-8177
Delicious Foods—
A Wonderful

Open 'til Midnight
2714 Park Ave.

Ample Parking Space
PADUCAH, Ky.

Occasion

Approved by
Listed In Gourmet's Guide
To Good Eating

We Handle A Complete Line Of

• Gas Furnaces
• Gas Space Heaters
• Gas Water Heaters • Gas Cook Stoves
Plumbing, Heating and Industrial Piping Contracttors,
We Sell, Install, Service and Guarantee Our Products

Benton T
Fire Protection
Certificates Are
Good houseHELP WANTED
On Sale At Calvert
keepers needed immediately by

Only 18 Old Covered
Bridges Left in Ky.

Want Ads

the Cloverleaf Motel, located
The arrival of March in the
near Ky. Dam. Must apply In
Frankfort — The old wooden
person, no phone calls please. Calvert City area is synonimous
with
the beginning of the an- covered bridge is a vanishing
rtsc.
nual Fire Protection Certificate landmark in Kentucky.
Drive.
CITIZENS FORUM
were 45
1945, there
In
The owner of a certificate will examples of this picturesque
The Edwards Store, in Mayautomaticall
FREE
fire
receive
Keny
spanning
structure
of
type
field, is primarily engaged in
selling men's wear, but also in- protection for one year. In case tucky streams. By 1951, only
terested in preserving American of a fire—should the owner NOT three of these had fallen victim
ideals. So- please listen—won't have a certificate—he will be to progress. But the latest count
shows only 18 of the spans standyou-- at 10:30 each Sundae charged $100 for the call.
Certificates are priced at $5
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iORK CHOPS lb 39c
BOLOGNA lb. 39c1 BACON lb' 29c
FREE 1 CARTON OF PEPSI - COLA
With Eaeh S7.50 Cash Order—Deposit Only on The Bottles—One to a Customer
BALLARD OR PILLSBURY

BISCUITS 3 cans
bcI

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN Newport 303 Size

CORN

25c
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CALVERT VOLUNTEER
FIRE DEPARTMENT

Just Better

FIRE PROTECTION

CLEANING

CERTIFICATES

and

are now available for the year March 1
1960, through Feb. 28, 1961.
Certificates may be purchased at Rendleman's Jewelry Store in Calvert City or
BY MAIL.
Prices are $5 for residential dwelling,$10
for business, and $25 for industry.

PRESSING

PEERLESS MANE
Benton

K, nine

Are Invited To Visit

Crown Furniture Co

CanPEACHES
ROSCOE REED, NATIVE OF
COUNTY, DIES IN PADUCAH

BLUE PLATE

COFFEE

lb. can

FANCY SELECT

65c

RADISHES
Or
CARROTS
Pkg. 5c

BANANAS
Lb' 10c
FLAVORKIST FIG BARS

Reg. 29c Size

• OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY •
Specials Good Through Sunday

HATCHER'S NORTHEND MKT.

Located Next Door to Crown Furn. Co.

Benton, Ky.

BATTERY SPECIALS
At

GREENFIELD BROS.
Guaranteed
36 Mos.

Featuring Early American

Period and Contemporary Grou
By Pullman, Crestwood, Karpen, and Jamison

Mrs. Terrell Darnell of Hardin
was admitted this week as a
patient to the Baptist Hospital
in Paducah.
Mrs. Louis Roach of Symsonia
has been dismissed from the
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert LeNeave
spent Monday night in Paducah
with Mr. and Mrs. Ross LeNeave.
Rev. and Mrs. Arlet Jones and
son of Route 7 were business visitors in Benton Friday afternoon.
Hoy Hiett was confied to his
home in Benton by illness last
week.
Mrs. Lee Carroll of Route 3
was a shopper in town Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bryant of
Route 5 were Friday shoppers in
Benton.
Mrs. Ruel Sheppard of Calvert
City has been a recent patient at
the Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Alben Foust of
Jeffersonville, Ind., spent the
weekend in Benton with his
mother, Mrs. Stella Foust.

6 Volt

THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF BENTON, KENTUCKY
DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
That the General Licensing
Ordinance of the City of Benton,
Kentucky is hereby amended by
adding thereto the following:

1295

' AUTOMOBLIES
I SECTION 9.
Subsection 2

Exchange
12 Volt

Exchange

Special Power Bond Autolite
50 Mos. Guarantee

:3249e5

Murray Highway
Ph. LA 7-3601

Said persons, individuals -Sr
corporations paying the tax imposed herein shall place the city
sticker issued to them in either
the upper right hand or lower
right hand side of their
front
windshield in a permanent manner as indicated on the
sticker,
it being the intention of
this
subsection that the sticker issued
upon payment of the tax
imposed herein be permanently
affixed to the automobile for
which
it was purchased.
This Ordinance to be
effective
upon its adoption and
publication as required by law.
Passed by the City Council
of
the City of Benton,
this 7th day of March,Kentucky
1960.
GUY MATHIS, Mayor
ATTEST:
FRANK DUNN, City Clerk,
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AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE GENERAL LICENSING
ORDINANCE OF THE CITY
OF
BENTON, KENTUCKY
PERTAINING TO AUTOMOBILES AS COVERED IN SECTION 9 THEREOF

Guaranteed

Benton, Ky.

COLONIAL ROOM

Funeral services are scheduled
for 2 p. m. today (Thursday) at
Roth Funeral Chapel in Paducah
for Roscoe Reed, 75, prominent
lawyer of Paducah and a native
of Marshall County. He was a
son of the former Circuit Judge
W. M. Reed, who died many years
ago.
Burial will be in Maplelawn at
Paducah.
Roscoe Reed had been in poor
health since he fell and injured
his back and broke a hip in 1957.
He is survived by his wife and
one sister, Mrs. Lula Reed King,
both of Paducah.

Personal...

OPEN DAILY 'TIL 9:30 P. M.

I

ing, according to the Department of Highways.
Many citizens of the Commonwealth — especially the older
ones—have nostalgic sentiments
toward the ancient snans which
served the purpose of a bygone
day. Before the last coverei
bridge is piled on the scrap heap
of antiquity, Kentuckians who
have never seen one would do
well to view one of these monuments to the State's romantic
past.
They can be found in ona.
nine counties Bourbon, Bracken, Flemidg, Greenup. Lawrence,
Lewis. Mason, Robertson and
Washington.
The covered bridge is unique
in structure and surrounded by
an aura of history, most of then.
being 75 to 100 years old. They
were built when iron and steel
beans were not to be had.
The first covered bridges were
limited in span by the length of
the beams which could be sawed
oat of rough logs. Later the
builders devised a plan of setting
a pair of heavy timbers, one
above the other with diagonal
planking nailed to the sides-creating a crude but practical
truss.
Perhaps the best known builder was Lewis Wernag (17691843), a German. His masterpiece once spanned the Kentucky
River at Camp Nelson, reaching
from bank to bank with no support in the middle.
Specifications usually required
that "the timber be of good yellow Poplar and the br dge be wel,
covered with a good shingle root
and the sides well boxed in with
a good grade of weatherboards"
Presumably, the siding and the
roof were to protect he trussee,
floors aed underpinnings from
snow ana rain.
Another theory to account for
the roofs was that the builders
were carpenters, accustomed to
building frame houses, the design of which was copied in the
bridges. The roofs had to bc
high enough "for a covered
wagon or one loaded with hay
to pass under it with convenience."

othy Judge and Mrs. Bernard
Schmidt, were received into the
society.
Others present were Mesdames
Don Shield, Art Komorowski,
Vaughn Arnold, Art Masse, Robert Carrol.Mrs. Carroll gave the
The Altar Society of St. Pius closing prayer.
10th Church met Monday evening, March 7, at the church.
AT MURRAY HOSPITAL
The meeting began with the
Mrs. Roy Thomas Neal and
group reciting the Rosary. Mrs. baby boy, Route 4.
John Janiak presided at the
Mrs. Brown Futrell, 548 Maybusiness meeting.
field Highway, Benton.
Plans for decorating the altar
Thomas Chesterfield Gore, Rt
for Easter were discussed and I, Benton.
Mrs. Janiak, Mrs. Mae Kennedy
Mrs. Paul Lassiter and baby
and Mrs. Victor Scott were ap- boy. Route 3.
pointed to be in charge.
Jerry Thomas York, Route I.
Two new members, Mrs. Dor- Benton.

Altar Group Plans
Easter Decorations
For St. Pius Church

YOU WILL LOVE THIS NEW COLONIAL
ROOM...
It's Fun to Brouse Around and Imagine How Your
Own
Home will Look.

COME IN ...WON'T YOU?
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Always First With The Best
308 Main St.
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